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           28th May, 2019 

 
 
Upcoming Finance Bill 2019: plans afoot to document economy 
The government will introduce major measures through Finance Bill 2019 for documentation of economy 
and broadening the tax base including condition of ''tax filer'' for those running credit card machines and 
declaration of expenditures made by the exporters. 
 
Sources told Business Recorder here on Monday that a large number of businesses and shops are running 
credit card machines. The FBR will propose the government to make it mandatory for the owners of credit 
card machines to become filers. The proposed documentation measures would ensure bringing the potential 
taxpayers into the formal tax regime. These are a few out of box solutions which FBR Chairman Shabbar 
Zaidi wants to implement for broadening the tax base. 
 
The FBR will also make it compulsory for the manufactures to ensure declaration and filing of returns by 
their distributors and dealers. On the income tax side, an amendment in the income tax law is expected in 
coming budget. The manufacturers would be required to register their distributors and dealers for filing of 
returns. 
 
The checking of withholding data of companies revealed that many big dealers are Benami and actually 
owning manufacturers'' money. The current taxation system has encouraged that the manufacturers/exporters 
are not declaring salaries paid, investments and other major expenditures. Within the mechanism of 
dealership, a mechanism of ''transfer pricing'' would be in place. The concept of transfer pricing in the 
category of manufacturing would enable the tax authorities to document their actual expenditures, etc. 
 
A system should be in place to document the expenditures of even exporters, distributors and dealers. On the 
income tax side, a proposal is under consideration to exempt exporters from taxation and ensure filing of 
returns along with the declaration of their expenditures. The exemption many be linked with the condition 
for submission of information about their expenditures. 
 
Moreover, the presumptive tax regime for importers would be abolished in the coming budget. 
 
The government has also decided to charge sales tax on restaurants. The ''dine in'' at restaurants is covered 
under the category of ''goods'' and provinces consider it as a ''service''. The FBR is committed to charging 
sales tax on restaurants from next fiscal year. The government would take ruling from Law and Justice 
Division for confirmation of treating restaurants as goods. 
 
The revenue collected on restaurants would not be retained by the FBR, but ultimately distributed to 
provinces. 
 
The FBR has also proposed to reduce taxes on the import of mobile phones and the facility of one free 
mobile phone by incoming passengers will be withdrawn in the coming budget. The facility of free mobile 
phone has been massively being misused and needs to be withdrawn. 
 
The FBR will conduct tax gap analysis to identify the activities, which are not taxed in the country. 
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